
User Experience Design Circuit

Which blocks of text serve different functions?  For example: Are there headlines and body text? Navigation? Page titles?

Are the text blocks distinctive enough as to not be confused with other functions?

Unit 4

Wireframing Self-Assessment
Take inventory of all the components that make up your navigation: content, labels, buttons, rollover 
states, form fields, etc. and think about how you want your users to interact with these components. Think 
about how users interact with the pages/ or screens in your system. This may be similar to your user flow 
but instead of thinking about actions the user performs to achieve a goal, think about how that pages are 
moving, or interacting, with each other while the user moving through these screens.

Select a wireframe screen from your final project, and evaluate it using the following questions.
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Do you need encrypted storage, session management, and/or offline access?

Preview your visuals on the device you’re designing for. 
Ask yourself, does the text seems too small/big, squished together, etc.? How so?

What background information did you find about your current typography?
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Reflect: Write down what you decided during your evaluation, and list 
the top 3 things you want to improve upon with your typography.


	Text Field 219: On the home screen, I'm relying on design patterns and a user-centric approach to guide users to the various functions of the tool. Messages and highlighting should be recognizable, the latter because the design pattern conveys "write something" based on how it appears in other popular apps and communcation tools. The 'Your Cue' header on the profile/home page reminds users of the app's name (Cue) and the fact that each action is centered on his/her preferences. This page is a hub, and the simplicity conveys that. There is a lot of negative space since each icon button represents a different choice/interface within Cue.
	Text Field 220: The only text on this page shows user-related information as well as the 'Your Cue' identifier. The functions should translate due to placement and design patterns. For example, the two different match views (Snap Judgments and Deep Dives) are on the left and right sides of the user's own image, respectively. This conveys that other people can be viewed similarly at either a high level of a more on-depth style.
	Text Field 221: No.
	Text Field 222: The text is comfortably placed, and the visual iconography/design patterns are spaced evenly/intuitively.
	Text Field 223: I went with something bold for the 'Your Cue' identifier on the home page. It's stripped down and not too concerned with being fun or inviting. I want a reminder of what the app is designed for and then for the 'main events' to be the icon buttons based on familar design patterns.
	Text Field 227: 1. I probably need more text in general to acclimate users to the layout.

2. I want to think more about mimicing my information hierarchy with a few more direct prompts.

3. It may be good to show more of the user's information on the home/profile screen as well as some type of CTA for the information/questions button. 


